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Enhance your
nitrogen efficiency to
increase yields.
With Controlled Release Nitrogen

With Controlled Release Nitrogen
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This versatile, highly efficient foliar
nitrogen is from Kugler Company, so
you can be assured that KQ2530X
offers trouble-free application, easy
handling and outstanding quality
and performance.

P.O. Box 1748
McCook, Nebraska 69001
www.KuglerCompany.com

Kugler KQ2530X gives you the ability
to integrate soil-applied nitrogen with a
supplemental post emergence, foliar
application. With foliar applied
KQ2530X, your plants get the extra
shot of nitrogen they need—plus a
sustained supply over a period of
several weeks thanks to the 30% slow
release formulation.

Combination of quick and contorlled release nitrogen for optimal efficiency and results.
Supplemental nitrogen
provides results.

Controlled release boosts
efficiency.

Successful nitrogen applications depend on many
variables, including soil types, nitrate levels
and planting dates. Then unexpected weather
conditions can move in and upset the balance.

With 30% slow release nitrogen, Kugler KQ2530X
ensures efficient uptake throughout critical
stages of the growth cycle. This sustains growth
over a longer term without surges that can
adversely affect plant health and quality.

With nitrogen being a fundamental key to plant
growth and a successful season, it makes sense
to have a high-quality, supplemental nitrogen
as part of your well-balanced fertilizer program.
Kugler KQ2530X fits this need perfectly, allowing
you to integrate soil-applied nitrogen with a
supplemental post emergence foliar application.
This can help reduce normal soil-applied nitrogen
and associated losses while increasing yields.

Quick green-up followed by
sustained growth.
A solid shot of readily available nitrogen gives
your crop a leg up right when it needs it most.
Plus with 30% being specially formulated for
controlled release, your crop benefits for up to six
weeks following application. That means Kugler
KQ2530X gets more fertilizer to your crop when
it needs it most and can do the most good.

Helping nitrogen stay put.
KQ2530X is formulated for maximum tissue
adhesion to the plant surface—keeping it on the
leaves of your crop to provide consistent nitrogen
availability. This means a foliar application of
KQ2530X helps reduce leaching and volatization
of nitrogen. KQ2530X can also be applied straight,
without dilution, on a low per acre gallonage.

Kugler KQ2530X is designed to adhere to leaf tissue,
allowing the plant to easily absorb nutrients over time.
The photo above shows corn leaves immediately after a
foliar application, while the photo below shows KQ2530X is
still on the job 72 hours later.

Compatible with a variety of
crops and chemicals.
Kugler KQ2530X can be used on a wide range of
crops, including feed grains, forages, vegetables
and oilseeds. The high quality of KQ2530X
gives you the confidence to combine it with a
variety of crop protection chemicals. In fact,
applying KQ2530X with post-emergent chemicals
can increase the efficiencies of both.

For more information, call toll free:

1-800-445-9116
Kugler Company
P.O. Box 1748
McCook, NE 69001
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